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Introduction
General comments
Examiners reported that many candidates were comfortable with the essential requirements
of the examination. They were able to structure their work effectively, provide a range of
relevant and accurate material to support the points they were making, and maintain a
sustained focus on the question set. At the highest levels of attainment were those who
displayed the ability to analyse a range of factors in detail and present a convincing answer
overall.
However, there were some candidates who did not do themselves justice overall. A
number failed to respond to the specific demands of the questions in front of them. These
candidates often focused their answers on material with which they felt comfortable
rather than targeting the specifics of the question set. Centres are advised to ensure
that candidates are ready to use, and to adapt, the material they have learnt. Most centres
use previous questions for revision and preparation for the examination, but they might
warn students that their paper will consist entirely of previously unseen questions, and that
they should be prepared for this uncertainty.
Many candidates became trapped within Level 3 or low Level 4 because of a lack of accurate
and relevant exemplification. Most are able to develop some argument in an answer, but
assertions must be supported with sufficient evidence to make these points stand up. In
addition, they should explain how these points relate to the question, whether in supporting
or challenging the premise of the question.
Many very good answers reached high Level 4, but were unable to access Level 5. It is
important to note that otherwise strong answers sometimes stayed in Level 4 for one of
two reasons. Firstly, the support material offered, while accurate and broadly relevant, was
lacking balance in places, with uneven evidence in parts of the answer. A more widespread
concern was that some able candidates were unfamiliar with, or unable to use, analytical
concepts and terminology used by historians. While most are able to investigate economic
and political factors, many were unsure of the precise meaning of, for example, 'social
conditions' in Options A and B, and even 'foreign policy' in Options E and F.
The comments on spelling, punctuation and grammar made in previous reports remain
relevant and valid. The literacy curriculum notes that, in a formal setting such as a public
examination, appropriate language must be used, and should be free of abbreviations
and colloquialisms. It also states that, if a candidate is to communicate effectively, what
is written down must be legible. On several occasions this summer examiners could not
decipher what might have been key words or phrases, and this inevitably influenced the
final mark awarded.
Option F
As in previous examination series both centres and candidates are to be congratulated on
the general standard of responses in Option F. Some candidates lack knowledge chronology
and find it difficult to provide adequate relevant, detailed and accurate supporting evidence,
but most candidates arrive well prepared and produce interesting answers with a clear
enthusiasm for the Topics they have studied. Candidates are generally knowledgeable
and have a good sense of chronological development. Examiners commented on some
outstanding answers with particular reference to the two unification Topics. It is also a
pleasure to see, yet again, an increase in the number of candidates being entered for the
Topic on Spain.
However, examiners did also comment on a tendency for some candidates to learn a ‘stock’
multi-factor response to certain topics which is then apparently rearranged to ‘best fit’ the
question asked. At the very most this is likely to gain a Level 4 mark and if not well focused
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on the question can result in much lower marks. As suggested in previous reports it is
vital that candidates answer the specific question asked. This lack of focus combined with
insecure supporting material means that many good candidates are producing high Level 4
rather than Level 5 answers. Explaining in a list-like fashion a variety of factors or counterarguments and then trying to weigh up the answer in a conclusion does not create the direct
discussion and evaluation required for a response to be placed in Level 5. Many candidates
begin paragraphs on each separate factor by stating ‘… is also the most important reason
because…’ or think that they have evaluated a factor by asserting that it is more important
than another. In order to reach a judgement, extent needs to be established rather than
stated.
There is also some concern that a lack of conceptual understanding is preventing candidates
from being able to be awarded marks at Level 5. The lack of focus and list-like answers
mentioned above often seem to be a result of candidates not being able to deal with
generally accepted historical terminology such as ‘popular support’, to discuss causation in
terms of long-term and short-term reasons or to identify the fundamental consequences of
events.
Although candidates study two of the seven topics on the Option paper, this report refers
to all of the fourteen questions and this Option is one of five Options so it is advised that
centres look at Principal Examiners' Reports, question papers and mark schemes for the
whole Unit when considering preparation for future teaching and learning.
Please note that although the comments are almost identical in relation to each question,
further exemplification scripts can be found in the Option E Principal Examiners' Report.
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F1 – The Road to Unification: Italy, c1815–70
There were over 250 candidates entered for this Topic. As usual both centres and candidates
should be congratulated on the excellent preparation and the high degree of enthusiasm
shown. Most candidates are aware of the factors influencing the early development of
nationalism and liberalism in Italy and have a good understanding of the role of individuals
in the later period. However, there is still some chronological confusion apparent particularly
in reference to the 1848-9 revolutionary period, the events of 1859-61 and the acquisition
of territory subsequently.

Question 1
This was the less popular of the two questions but those candidates who did attempt it
were usually well versed in the reasons for the failures of the revolutionaries during the
period. The best candidates were able to discuss failures thematically, and with reference
to change over time or geography, carefully selecting supporting material from specific
attempted revolutions to support their argument. There were some excellent responses
which were able to show how the lack of popular support undoubtedly affected the success
of the revolutionaries but that other organisation factors combined with the might of Austria
led to overall failure. However, a significant number of candidates did not understand the
concept of ‘popular’ support, and so dismissed the given factor as quickly as they could
before moving on to more familiar factors, or confused ‘popular support’ with the need
for international alliances. Weaker candidates tended to generalise with little reference to
specific examples of revolutionary activity.
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Examiner Comments

This is a Level 3 response. It attempts analysis and has some
understanding of the issues with relevant points made and
there is an attempt to show change over time. However, some
of the statements are simple and the supporting evidence
is weak with some major inaccuracies and misunderstanding.  
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Question 2
This was by far the most popular question of the two. Candidates, in general, have a
strong understanding of both the significance and the importance of key individuals within
the process of unification during the latter stages. Most responses referred to Cavour’s
contribution in relation to Garibaldi, Victor Emmanuel and/or Napoleon III and the best were
able to show the linking relationships while coming to a clear judgement as to Cavour’s
significance. A few candidates approached this as a ‘factors’ question with little reference
to the key phrase of ‘individual contribution’ and so were often unable to gain more than
low Level 4 marks. The knowledge of most candidates is impressive but there are still some
who are unaware of Cavour’s death in 1861. The Level and mark attained for this question
tended to be determined by how well candidates were able to balance their discussion of
Cavour’s significance with the other individuals; many candidates at low Level 4 tended to
write long explanations of Cavour’s role leaving little time for a balanced discussion of the
other contributors.
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F2 – The Unification of Germany, 1848–90
This Topic was sat by over 250 candidates most of whom had impressive knowledge of the
content. Candidates are generally well prepared but there is some evidence of ‘stock’ multifactor answers appearing and many candidates just not answering the question asked. To
reach Level 5 it is vital that the response be directly related to the focus of the question.

Question 3
Although the less popular of the two questions, there were some extremely impressive
answers to this question with strong deployment of supporting knowledge. Those who
chose to answer this question were confident and secure in their understanding of the
reasons why the Frankfurt Assembly failed to create a national government for Germany.
Some candidates dismissed the given factor of military power almost immediately but most
were able to develop the theme with reference to the Schleswig-Holstein situation and the
military strength of the traditional powers. The best responses had detailed knowledge of
events and were able to develop a thematic response using precisely selected supporting
knowledge. There were very few candidates who showed a lack of chronological security
and/or confused the events in Schleswig-Holstein with the war of 1864.

This is an example of a well written response to the question.
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Examiner Comments

Both this and the following response are directly
related to the focus of the question with explicit
development of the key issues. Both responses develop
a discussion through each paragraph and use relevant
supporting material. There is a confidence with both
the supporting material and the historical terminology.
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Examiner Comments

Please see the comments for the previous example.
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Question 4
This was the more popular of the two questions but despite some very good knowledge
there was wide differentiation in the ability to focus on the key phrases of the question. A
significant number of candidates appear to have developed a ‘stock’ answer to explain the
process of unification and when asked to determine the significance of Austrian defeat in
the war of 1866 were not able to adapt their learnt response to the question on the paper.
In most cases a few more moments of planning and some contemplation of the wording of
the question asked would have allowed these candidates to produce a more focused answer.
This also applies to the time period specified in the question as well. Many candidates
referred to events both before and after the years 1862-1871. The question required a
discussion of the Austrian defeat as the key turning point or moment of change in the
process. This is best dealt with (although not exclusively so) by reference to other possible
key turning points. The question itself offered three dates/events which could have been
discussed with the appointment of Bismarck in 1862, the defeat of 1866 and the defeat
of France in 1871. Too many responses here just produced a list-like series of explanatory
paragraphs, often with no particular order of significance, and added an analytical
conclusion to the end. Many of these were able to access low-to-mid Level 4 marks but
many candidates with excellent knowledge were unable to select and deploy the relevant
material to answer the question asked.
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F3 – The Collapse of the Liberal State and the Triumph of Fascism in Italy, 1896–
1943
Over 1750 candidates were entered for this Topic. Most candidates are well prepared and
obviously have enthusiasm for the Topic content but many struggle to select relevant
supporting material. Many candidates for this Topic tend to write ‘all that they know’ about
the general themes of the question rather than focusing on the key wording of the question
asked. However, it has been a pleasure to see how centres have developed and improved
coverage of the whole time period over the years and this year, in particular, in Question 5
to see candidates able to refer back and forth between the pre-and-post 1919 ‘threshold’.

Question 5
This question was marginally more popular than Question 6. There were a wide variety
of responses to this question ranging from generalised answers with minimal supporting
evidence to directly focused answers with an impressive selection of relevant material.
A small number of candidates inverted the question, discussing how the collapse of the
Liberal State led to the rise of the PNF. The wording of the question allowed candidates to
determine both the beginning and the end dates of the discussion to a certain extent. Most
candidates produced an answer covering long-term, short-term and more immediate causes
with reference to long-term division, the role of World War One and reaction to Socialist
growth in relation to the rise of the PNF. The collapse of the Liberal State was invariably
seen as being defined by the March on Rome but many referred to the establishment of
dictatorial powers by 1925. Weaker answers tended to give a description of either the
weaknesses of the Liberal State or the rise of the PNF. The best answers tended to suggest
that, although long-term weakness was apparent, a combination of the ‘mutilated victory’
and the rise of Socialism allowed the PNF to provide an alternative popular enough amongst
both the people and the elites to bring down the Liberal State.
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Examiner Comments

This is Level 5 answer which directly focuses on
the question with an explicit understanding of the
key issues. A clear discussion of the role of the
rise of the PNF in relation to other factors is seen.
The supporting material is adequate; particularly
in relation to other factors, but to progress within
the Level more specific examples of PNF activity
and policies could have been given.
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Examiner Tip

Always try to organise the response so
that the given or highlighted factor is
central to the discussion being developed.
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Examiner Comments

This is a Level 4 response. It is well focused and understands the key
issues. The given factor is well developed with reference to a range of
key areas and other factors are introduced. The conclusion refers to
the role of the PNF and begins to suggest an inter-relationship of key
factors that is not fully developed in the main body of the response.

Examiner Tip

This plan allows the candidate to develop an answer
which looks at different influences on the collapse of
the Liberal State and ensures that the given factor is
well developed. However, if the plan had highlighted
the importance of the different factors or drawn links
between them then the candidate may have been
able to develop a more discursive response.
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Question 6
This was the slightly less popular question on the Topic. Centres clearly cover foreign policy
in some depth but many candidates have a very confused knowledge of the chronology.
Responses to this question show by far the least confidence with the chronology of events
and, in particular, a lack of dates when discussing different events often creates incoherent
answers; this was particularly so with this question which required an evaluation of change
over time. This question was intended to be a discussion of foreign policy as a single factor
with a focus on the extent to which Mussolini’s foreign policy influenced his popularity over
time in Italy. However, the wording of the question did lead to some multi-factor answers
focusing on ‘other’ policies which increased his popularity in Italy or to discussions of his
popularity both domestically and internationally. This was discussed and dealt with during
the standardisation and marking process and the mark scheme was amended to reflect
these responses. However, despite the often confused chronology, the wording of the
question led to some very interesting and thoughtful answers that really tried to come to
grips with the changing nature of Mussolini’s foreign policy and the reactions to his policies
both at home and from abroad. The best answers were able to show progression from
popularity to the mixed reactions of the 1930s to the disasters of World War Two while
underlining the always ambiguous nature of his ‘popularity’.
Please note: there were a few scripts, though of a significant number to be worrying, where
it was clear that the candidates had no understanding of the meaning of the term ‘foreign
policy’. In most cases these candidates referred in general to domestic policies but some
were clearly of the opinion that this question was about Mussolini’s religious policy. Concepts
of foreign and domestic policy are fundamental to the study of history but in the case of
this particular Topic the whole of the fourth bullet point in the specification is dedicated to
Mussolini’s foreign policy.

F4 – Republicanism, Civil War and Francoism in Spain, 1931–75
Once again the number of entries for this topic has increased with over 800 candidates
being entered for Options E and F combined. Candidates are increasingly confident in their
deployment of knowledge and understanding of the broad themes. However, the history of
Spain, in the years 1931-39 in particular, is very complex and the rapid changes that took
place mean candidates need to have secure chronological knowledge if they are to produce
answers at the higher Levels. It is encouraging to see the number of candidates who can
support the broad themes discussed in Civil War questions with specific examples but there
are still too many candidates writing in a generalised way with a confused chronology. We
endeavour to be fair to candidates who transpose Republicans for Nationalists and vice
versa, but unfortunately every year there are still candidates who confuse the Republicans
and Nationalists to such an extent that it completely undermines their response.

Question 7
This was the less popular of the two questions. Although some candidates struggled
with the chronology of events, in general the candidates who chose this question were
confident in both their knowledge and understanding. A few candidates believed this to be
a question about the outbreak of the civil war itself. However, some of the most enjoyable
responses to read on the whole paper were found here, as candidates really tried to show
how the reforms affected Spain and their consequences for the new republic. Some very
accomplished answers were able to show that the reforms merely reflected and exacerbated
traditional divisions leading to the inevitable weaknesses in the republic.
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Question 8
This was by far the more popular of the two questions. Candidates are very aware of the
factors affecting the outcome of the Civil War but need to guard against the potential for
creating ‘stock’ answers which become explanatory rather than reaching an analytical
judgement. It was important here to spend some time planning an answer in which the
given factor required a definition and where relevant support could be found within a variety
of the more ‘traditional’ factors discussed. It is also important for centres to discuss the
nuances of Nationalist victory as opposed to Republican defeat and vice versa. Weaker
candidates just wrote a series of paragraphs about different factors with little reference
specifically to military organisation or to any specific events of the war. The best candidates
were able to select a variety of relevant material to establish the argument for or against
the superior military organisation of the Nationalists with reference to nature of troops,
tactics, leadership and foreign aid in relation to the military organisation of the Republicans
and/or other factors. There were many well focused answers that were marked at lower
Level 4 because having established military organisation they then just repeated the
same points again as ‘other factors’ without clear understanding of the interdependency
previously shown. It is also vital that specific examples be given. For example, statements
of Franco’s good use of the tactic of a ‘war of attrition’ need to be exemplified. Some very
good answers were able to show change over time with an excellent understanding of the
chronology of events. Many of these suggested that it took some time for the potential
of the Nationalist military superiority to become apparent and that, as it became more
organised under the tactical leadership of France and the availability of foreign weapons and
troops so the Nationalists were able to defeat the more poorly organised Republicans.
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F5 – Germany Divided and Reunited, 1945–91
This topic has an entry in Option F of about 300 candidates. Most are very well prepared
and have a very good understanding of the complex nature of change and the different
developments which took place. However, a significant minority struggle with the chronology
of events particularly in the earlier and later time frames.

Question 9
This was the more popular of the two questions. Most candidates were able to discuss the
long-term, short-term and immediate events leading to the formal partition of the two
Germanies but there was a clear lack of chronological security in many of the responses.
If candidates are going to refer to thematic causation then they need to clearly provide
a chronological framework by referring specifically to dates or writing about events in
chronological order internally within paragraphs. There were also a worrying number of
candidates who discussed partition generally but did not seem aware of when either West
or East Germany came into being. The use of the term Berlin Crisis to refer to the events
in Berlin of 1948-9 did cause problems for some students but this is the terminology used
in the specification. It is vital that centres make sure that candidates are aware of the
terminology used in the specification outline, bullet points and clarification when referring to
events/developments which may have alternative nomenclature. The best responses were
able to link the events taking place in Berlin 1948-9 to earlier events and wider political
forces and often suggested that this led almost inevitably to partition.
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Examiner Comments

This is a high Level 4 response. It is well focused on the
question and has a clear understanding of the key issues. It
develops the other factors well and in the conclusion shows
some interlinking between long and short term factors.
However, there is little explanatory development of the
given factor despite the stated connection to the currency
issues which makes the argument less convincing.

Examiner Tip

Always develop the given/highlighted factor
securely when creating an argument that
suggests other factors are more important.
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Question 10
There were few responses to this question. Of these, many were weak with candidates
focusing on the 1950s and assuming that East Germany was run by the Soviet government.
These responses tended to describe the repressive policies and assume that control was
wholly through oppression. Some candidates struggled to understand the meaning of
repression. However, some candidates with impressive knowledge chose to answer this
question and produced some of the more interesting responses on the whole paper. These
candidates were able to distinguish between East German government and Soviet influence
while acknowledging the influences of the ‘niche society’ and referring to change over time.

F6 – The Middle East, 1945–2001: The State of Israel and Arab Nationalism
Over 300 candidates were entered for this Topic in Option F. Centres are to be congratulated
for increasing coverage of the aspects of the specification that deals with Arab nationalism
and greater focus on the key areas outlined in the specification for the post-1979 period;
the focus on this topic is not Arab-Israeli relations but the influence of different forms of
nationalism in the Middle East across the entire period 1945-2001. However, it is worrying
that a significant number of candidates still seem to think that every question on the pre1979 period requires a discussion of all the Arab-Israeli conflicts in turn. This is a complex
Topic to study with many events and development, often over very short periods of time,
and it is vital that candidates both acquire chronological security and do not confuse the
actions of different groups. The use of timelines is recommended to establish a clear
understanding of events and change over time.

Question 11
This was the most popular question of the two. Candidates were generally able to discuss
the long-term, short-term and immediate events leading to the outbreak of the Arab-Israeli
conflict but many of the answers showed very weak chronological understanding and even
confused the actions of Arabs and Jews. Many answers were insecure and generalised while
others just gave a confused narration of events. Examiners commented on a general lack of
knowledge concerning the creation of the state of Israel with many suggesting that either
the UN or the British enforced the state of Israel on Palestinian territory; many were clearly
unaware of the date and/or the connection between the declaration and the outbreak of
the conflict. There were also a few answers which focused on all the Arab-Israeli conflicts
to 1973. Some candidates also found it difficult to focus on the wording of the question,
so ignored the references to ‘trigger’ and ‘fundamental’ causes writing a general answer
about different factors leading to the conflict. The best responses tended to establish the
creation of the state of Israel as the trigger, show how short-term causes led to the creation
of the state and how these in turn were affected by the fundamental underlying causes of
nationalism, religion, imperialism and ownership of land.

Question 12
There were few responses to this question but those candidates who did answer it were
often well informed and/or wrote interesting and thoughtful answers. Although some
candidates confused either Iraq and Iran or Sunni and Shia, most candidates were able to
discuss in some detail the reasons for the war and the length of the conflict. Candidates
were not expected to cover both aspects equally but the higher Levels require a discrete
understanding of both. The best answers were able to show how religious divisions
combined with the more fundamental influences of regional and international politics helped
to start the war and the effects of the war of attrition on prolonging it.
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F7 – From Second Reich to Third Reich: Germany, 1918–45
This is overwhelmingly the most popular Topic in Option F, as is to be expected, with over
2500 candidates. The standard of response has risen over the period of the qualification but
examiners still see a wide variety of response with more at Level 2 and low Level 3 than
in other topics. These responses invariably show either knowledge or understanding with
weak supporting evidence and, although have some focus, lack coherence and accuracy.
However, the majority of answers show a good understanding and sufficient knowledge
to be able to produce a coherent answer with some focus. The main problems seem to be
the selection of sufficient relevant and detailed supporting material and a poor sense of
chronology. However, the best responses are often outstanding and thoughtful showing
rapid progression from GCSE. It is also apparent that most centres are now covering the
whole date range of the period with many candidates opting to answer the question focused
on the defeat of Germany in World War II.

Question 13
This was by far the most popular question of the two. Most candidates were aware of
the growth in support for the Nazis during the years 1928-32 and were able to produce
answers which developed general explanations. However, examiners commented on the
disappointing number of candidates able to refer directly to either electoral support or the
personal popularity of Hitler. In particular, references to the growth in electoral support
were generalised rather than specific; there was a clear opportunity here to look at the
pattern in the growth of electoral support and refer to the different types of elections in
which the Nazis participated. Likewise Hitler’s personality was generally seen as little more
than clever oration with a charismatic quality. Many candidates saw this as an opportunity
to explain the general rise to power of the Nazi Party beginning with the Munich Putsch and
ending with the Enabling Act. The best answers were often able to give direct focus to the
winning of votes in relation to the appeal of Hitler with some discussion, for example, of
the presidential election of 1932. Most strong responses suggested that although Hitler’s
personal popularity did play a role it was the economic and social circumstances combined
with the weak political situation of the Weimar Republic which combined with Nazi reorganisation to bring about an increase in votes.
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Examiner Comments

This is a Level 4 response. It is well focused and shows an understanding of the
key issues with some reference to the growth in electoral support. However,
the given/highlighted factor is only briefly developed and so this leads to an
imbalanced response and makes it difficult to evaluate its significance.

Examiner Tip

Always develop the given/highlighted factor with
enough detail to be able to compare its significance
to the other factors developed in the discussion.
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Examiner Comments

This is a Level 3 response. It attempts analysis and has
some understanding of the focus of the question. The
response refers to the popularity of the Nazi party and
its success with an implicit suggestion that this led to
electoral success. The supporting evidence is adequate
but is not always completely relevant or secure.

Examiner Tip

Using the key words and phrases
in the question should lead to a
more focused and relevant answer.
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Examiner Comments

This is a lower Level 4 response. It is well focused on
the question and understands the key issues involved
in the growth of electoral support but at times drifts
into a discussion of the rise to power. The given factor
is developed with several other factors and connections
between them are made but not clearly explained. The
conclusion asserts that the economic crisis of 1929 and
the political structure of the Weimar Republic are more
influential on the growth in support but this has not been
convincingly argued in the main body of the response.

Examiner Tip

The beginning of each paragraph here
states that the factor contributed to the
increased electoral support. However,
to make the conclusion stand up try to
explain the relative significance of each
factor or to connect the previous factor
in the opening line of the paragraph.
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Question 14
This was the less popular question but those who did choose to answer this question often
had a good understanding of the events/factors influencing the defeat of Germany. Most
candidates were able to explain a variety of factors which led to the defeat. Most centres are
also obviously aware that an overview of the impact of the military campaigns is required
rather than in-depth knowledge and there were some excellent summative paragraphs
concerning the events of the war. The best answers were able to weigh up the contribution
of the impact of Allied bombing in relation to other factors and also to show some
understanding of change over time. However, a significant number of answers appeared to
be ‘stock’ answers rearranged to fit the given factor named in the question and so failed to
create a discussion. Too many answers briefly explained the bombings and launched into a
discussion of Hitler’s miscalculation and errors or the failed economic policies of the 1930s.
There were though a number of interesting and well-written answers that inter-linked the
various causes and painted a picture of the chaos of Germany in later years of the war.
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Examiner Comments

This is a Level 4 response. It is well-focused and shows a clear
understanding of some of the key issues. It develops both the
given/highlighted factor and the other factors while beginning
to evaluate. The opening sentences of the paragraphs do begin
to create a discussion but this is not sustained. The analysis is
well reasoned but not always supported and, although there
is a sense of chronology, the argument put forward requires
more specific reference to when events happened.

Examiner Tip

This response clearly attempts to create a discussion.
However, if each of the paragraphs had been organised
in the order they were established in the conclusion
then this would have become a sustained argument.
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This is another example of a response to Question 14.
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Examiner Comments

This is a Level 3 response. It attempts analysis and has
an understanding of the focus with reference to some
of the key issues. However, the organisation of the
material is weak, there is little real awareness of change
over time and the supporting material is insecure.
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Paper Summary
Centres might consider the following ways in which future performance might be improved.

•

Candidates must answer the question set, not the one they were hoping for.

•

The whole chronological range given in the question should be covered.

•

Candidates should be familiar with, and comfortable with, historical words and phrases
appropriate to the course of study.

•

Candidates should study the factors relevant to an aspect of their course as a set
rather than as a number of disconnected factors; and their relative importance could be
weighed up accordingly.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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